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Semiconservative replication in the quasispecies model

Emmanuel Tannenbaum,* Eric J. Deeds, and Eugene I. Shakhnovich
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(Received 28 September 2003; revised manuscript received 23 January 2004; published 16 June 2004)

This paper extends Eigen’s quasispecies equations to account for the semiconservative nature of DNA
replication. We solve the equations in the limit of infinite sequence length for the simplest case of a static,
sharply peaked fitness landscape. We show that the error catastrophe occurs whenm, the product of sequence
length and per base pair mismatch probability, exceeds 2 lnf2/s1+1/kdg, wherek.1 is the first-order growth
rate constant of the viable “master” sequence(with all other sequences having a first-order growth rate constant
of 1). This is in contrast to the result of lnk for conservative replication. In particular, ask→`, the error
catastrophe is never reached for conservative replication, while for semiconservative replication the criticalm
approaches 2 ln 2. Semiconservative replication is therefore considerably less robust than conservative repli-
cation to the effect of replication errors. We also show that the mean equilibrium fitness of a semiconserva-
tively replicating system is given byks2e−m/2−1d below the error catastrophe, in contrast to the standard result
of ke−m for conservative replication(derived by Kimura and Maruyama in 1966). From this result it is readily
shown that semiconservative replication is necessary to account for the observation that, at sufficiently high
mutagen concentrations, faster replicating cells will die more quickly than more slowly replicating cells. Thus,
in contrast to Eigen’s original model, the semiconservative quasispecies equations are able to provide a
mathematical basis for explaining the efficacy of mutagens as chemotherapeutic agents.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.69.061916 PACS number(s): 87.23.Kg, 87.16.Ac, 64.90.1b

I. INTRODUCTION

In 1971, Manfred Eigen introduced the quasispecies for-
mulation of molecular evolution to explain the observed dis-
tribution of genotypes in RNA evolution experiments[1,2].
The central result of his model was that due to mutations, the
equilibrium distribution of genotypes did not consist of a
fittest sequence, but rather a set of closely related strains,
which Eigen termed a “quasispecies.” Eigen showed that a
stable quasispecies only exists if the mutation rate is kept
below a threshold value. Above this value, the distribution of
genotypes undergoes a phase transition termed the error ca-
tastrophe, in which the distribution completely delocalizes
over the gene sequence space. Subsequent studies on the
quasispecies model have focused almost exclusively on the
error catastrophe[3–10], though there has also been some
work on the dynamical aspects of the equations[11,12].
More recently, other phase transitions besides the error ca-
tastrophe(e.g., the so-called “repair catastrophe”) have been
shown to arise from the quasispecies equations[13,14].

A common feature of previous work on the quasispecies
equations has been the implicit assumption that the genome
of an organism could be written as a linear symbol sequence,
and that replication occurs conservatively(that is, the origi-
nal genetic material is preserved during replication). These
two assumptions allow for a relatively straightforward deri-
vation of a system of equations modeling the evolution of a
unicellular, asexual population. In the simplest formulation,
we assume that each organism has a genomes=s1s2. . .sL of
lengthL, where each “letter” or “base”si is drawn from an
alphabet of sizeS (=4 for all known terrestrial life). We

assume first-order growth kinetics, and that the genome de-
termines the first-order growth rate constant, or fitness, de-
noted byks (in general,ks will be time dependent, reflecting
the generally dynamic nature of the environment). If we let
xs denote the fraction of organisms with genomes, then it
may be shown that[1,2]

dxs

dt
= o

s8

kmss8,sdxs8 − k̄stdxs, s1d

wherek̄std;osksxs is simply the mean fitness of the popu-
lation andkmss8 ,sd is the first-order mutation rate constant
for mutations froms8 to s. If pmss8 ,sd denotes the prob-
ability of mutation from s8 to s, then it is clear that
kmss8 ,sd=ks8pmss8 ,sd. To computepmss8 ,sd, we assume
a per base replication error probability ofes. If we let
DHss8 ,sd denote the Hamming distance betweens8 ands,
then it is possible to show that

pmss8,sd = S es8

S− 1
DDHss8,sd

s1 − es8d
L−DHss8,sd. s2d

The simplest formulation of these equations considers a
genome-independent replication error probabilitye, and a
time-independent fitness landscape characterized by a single
“master” sequences0 of fitness k.1, with all other se-
quences set to a fitness of 1. This so-called single fitness
peak(SFP) model has been the subject of considerable the-
oretical treatment[3–5] (and references therein). The central
result of this model is that, in the limit ofL→`, the mean
equilibrium fitness of the population is given byke−m for m
ø ln k, and 1 form. ln k, wherem;Le. Whenm, ln k, the
population is localized in a cluster about the master se-
quence, resulting in what Eigen called a quasispecies. When*Electronic address: etannenb@fas.harvard.edu
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m. ln k, the population is completely delocalized over the
gene sequence space, so that no discernible quasispecies ex-
ists. The transition between the two regimes, atmcrit; ln k, is
known as the error catastrophe. It should be noted that the
result of ke−m was first derived in 1966 by Kimura and
Maruyama[15], and is a standard result in theoretical popu-
lation genetics.

While the assumption of a linear symbol sequence and
conservative replication is correct for modeling single-
stranded RNA, a proper extension of the quasispecies model
to real organisms should take into account the double-
stranded nature of DNA, and also the semiconservative na-
ture of DNA replication. In semiconservative replication, the
original DNA molecule is not preserved after replication.
Rather, each strand serves as the template for the synthesis of
a complementary daughter strand, meaning that after replica-
tion, each DNA molecule consists of one parent and one
daughter strand[16].

The formulation of the quasispecies equations given
above are inadequate to describe evolution with double-
stranded, semiconservatively replicated genomes. There are
several reasons for this: First of all, because DNA is double
stranded, there is no well-defined Hamming distance be-
tween two DNA molecules. Secondly, because daughter
strand synthesis occurs off of two parent templates, a single
DNA genome gives rise to two DNA daughter genomes,
while in conservative replication only one new genome is
produced per replication cycle. Finally, because in semicon-
servative replication the original molecule is destroyed, a
mathematical formulation of this process must incorporate an
effective death term, which is clearly lacking in the quasispe-
cies equations for conservative replication.

The goal of this paper is to extend Eigen’s formulation of
the quasispecies equations, to account for the double-
stranded and semiconservative nature of DNA replication.
This is a necessary first step toward making the quasispecies
equations a quantitative tool for analyzing the evolutionary
dynamics of unicellular organisms. Then, after obtaining the
form of Eigen’s equations for the case of double-stranded
DNA, we wish to proceed and solve these equations for the
simplest landscape, that of the static single fitness peak.

This paper is organized as follows. In the following sec-
tion, we present an overview of DNA sequence analysis and
replication mechanism, followed by a derivation of the ap-
propriate quasispecies equations. We continue in Sec. III
with a discussion of the single fitness peak model. Specifi-
cally, we present the infinite sequence length equations, leav-
ing the details of the derivation, which are fairly involved,
for Appendix A. We then go on to discuss the error catastro-
phe, presenting both analytical results and numerical cor-
roboration using stochastic simulations of replicating popu-
lations. In Sec. IV, we discuss our results, and also the
extension of our equations to multiple gene models. Finally,
we conclude in Sec. V with a summary of our results, and a
discussion of future research plans.

II. DERIVATION OF THE QUASISPECIES EQUATIONS
FOR SEMICONSERVATIVE REPLICATION

A. An overview of DNA sequence analysis

Double-stranded DNA consists of two antiparallel,
complementary strands. During transcription, messenger

RNA (mRNA) is synthesized in the 58 to 38 direction. The
DNA template strand from which RNA synthesis occurs is
known as the antisense strand, and is read in the 38 to 58
direction. The complementary strand, the sense strand, has
the same sequence as the transcribed mRNA, and is “read” in
the 58 to 38 direction(the quotes are to indicate that the sense
strand does not directly participate in the transcription pro-
cess). We therefore adopt the convention that DNA and RNA
sequences are read in the 58 to 38 direction, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. However, this convention is arbitrary, and it is equally
valid to read DNA and RNA sequences in the 38 to 58 direc-
tions. Once a convention is adopted, the antiparallel nature of
double-stranded DNA(or RNA) means that the complemen-
tary strands are read in opposite directions. A more detailed
explanation can be found in Ref.[16].

We consider a double-stranded DNA molecule with gen-
eralized alphabet of size 2S, consisting of “letters”
0,1, . . . ,2S−1. Each “letter” i is assumed to uniquely pair
with si +Sdmod2S. For actual DNA, we of course haveS
=2, and we may make the assignment A→0, G→1, T→2,
C→3.

Given a DNA molecule of sequence lengthL, let one of
the strands be denoted bys=b1¯bL. If the complement of a

basebi is denoted byb̄i, then the complementary strand is

given by s̄= b̄L¯ b̄1. Note that s̄=s, and therefore, each
DNA molecule may be denoted by the seths ,s̄j=hs̄ ,sj.

For single-stranded molecules of lengthL and alphabet
size 2S, there ares2SdL distinct sequences. We seek to derive
the analogous formula for double-stranded DNA. Given a
DNA moleculehs ,s̄j, define the internal Hamming distance
l I =DHss ,s̄d. If we let NIsl I ;Ld denote the number of DNA
molecules of lengthL with internal Hamming distancel I,
then the total number of distinct sequences is simply given
by Ntot=ol I=0

L NIsl I ;Ld. We therefore proceed to compute
NIsl I ;Ld. Due to the possibility of palindromic molecules
ss=s̄d, we need to consider the case ofL even andL odd
separately.

Given some DNA moleculehs ,s̄j, with s=b1¯bL, sup-

pose we havebi = b̄L−i+1 for some i. Then b̄i =bL−i+1, and
hence equality between corresponding bases ins and s̄
comes in pairs wheneveri ÞL− i +1. This must always be

true, since, if i =L− i +1, then bi = b̄L−i+1⇒bi = b̄i, which is
impossible. Therefore,s and s̄ must be equal at an even
number of sites, hencel I must be odd for oddL and even for
evenL.

SupposeL is odd, soL=2l +1, and consider somel I =2k
+1. We have complete freedom to chooseb1, . . . ,bl+1. We

automatically havebl+1Þ b̄L−l−1+1. Thus, we havel −k re-

FIG. 1. The antiparallel nature of double-stranded DNA and
RNA.
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maining sites amongb1, . . . ,bl where we choosebL−i+1 such

that b̄L−i+1=bi. Equivalently, we havek sites amongb1, . . . ,bl

where we choosebL−i+1 such thatb̄L−i+1Þbi. There ares l
k

d
ways of choosing these sites, and for each such choice, there
are 2S−1 possible values for eachbL−i+1 taken to be distinct

from b̄i. Putting together all the degeneracies, we obtains l
k

d
3s2Sdl+1s2S−1dk ways of choosings such thatDHss ,s̄d
=2k+1=l I. However, this still does not give us the set of all
distinct DNA moleculeshs ,s̄j with internal Hamming dis-
tancel I, for if sÞ s̄, then our counting method generates a
given hs ,s̄j twice, by generating boths and s̄. Sinces=s̄
if and only if l I =0, which is impossible for oddL, we have,
finally, that

NIsl I = 2k + 1;Ld =
1

2
S l

k
Ds2Sdl+1s2S− 1dk s3d

for odd L. Thus, for oddL,

Ntot =
1

2
s2Sdl+1o

k=0

l S l

k
Ds2S− 1dk =

1

2
s2SdL. s4d

If L is even, then we may writeL=2l. In this case,l I is also
even, and sol I =2k for somek=0, . . . ,l. We have complete
freedom to chooseb1, . . . ,bl. Proceeding as with the analysis
above, we may show that there ares l

k
ds2Sdls2S−1dk ways of

choosings so thatDHss ,s̄d= l I. If l I Þ0, we need to divide
by 2 to get the set of all distinct DNA molecules with inter-
nal Hamming distancel I. Therefore,

NIsl I = 2k;Ld = 51

2
S l

k
Ds2Sdls2S− 1dk for k Þ 0,

s2Sdl for k = 0

s5d

for evenL. Therefore, for evenL,

Ntot =
1

2
s2SdL +

1

2
s2SdL/2. s6d

Note the additional 1/2s2SdL/2 term arising from the contri-
bution of the palindromic sequences.

B. Modeling DNA replication

The replication of DNA during cell division may be di-
vided into three stages, which are illustrated in Fig. 2. The
first stage of DNA replication is strand separation, with each
parent strand serving as a template for synthesizing the
complementary daughter strands[16]. We may model this
stage by writing that a given DNA moleculehs ,s̄j separates
into the single-stranded sequencess and s̄.

As strand separation occurs, daughter strand synthesis is
catalyzed via enzymes known as DNA replicases. However,
due to errors in the base pairing process,s is not necessarily
paired with s̄. Rather, once cell division is finished, the
original s is paired with somes8, and similarly fors̄.

Each genomehs ,s̄j has a characteristic replication mis-
match probabilityehs,s̄j (a base-pair-independent mismatch
probability is certainly a simplification, but it is an initial

starting point). Different genomes may have different repli-
cation fidelities, due to various replication error correction
mechanisms which may or may not be functioning. For ex-
ample, inEscherichia coli, the DNA replicase Pol III has a
built-in proofreading mechanism which excises mismatched
bases in the daughter strand[16]. In addition, in many
prokaryotes and eukaryotes, DNA daughter strand synthesis
is followed by mismatch repair[16], which can distinguish
between the parent and daughter strands, thereby allowing
the proper repair of mismatches. All such repair mechanisms
are gathered withinehs,s̄j in our model.

In the final stage, DNA replication and cell division is
complete, and the parent and daughter strands have become
indistinguishable. Remaining mismatches in the daughter
cells’ DNA are eliminated by various maintenance enzymes,
which recognize and repair the lesions caused by mis-
matched base pairs. However, because it is impossible to
determine which strand has the incorrect base, the mismatch
is correctly repaired with probability 1/2. The result is that
the s ,s8 pair is converted to somes9 ,s̄9, giving the DNA
moleculehs9 ,s̄9j. A similar process happens for the parents̄
strand.

We wish to derive the probability that a given parent
strands produceshs9 ,s̄9j in the daughter cell. Let us denote
this probability bypss ,hs9 ,s̄9jd. Also, let pss ,s8d denote
the probability thats is paired with s8 during daughter
strand synthesis, and letpfss ,s8d ,ss9 ,s̄9dg be the probabil-
ity that s→s9, s8→ s̄9 during post-replicative lesion repair.
Then we have, assumings9Þ s̄9, that

pss,hs9,s̄9jd = o
s8

pss,s8dhpfss,s8d,ss9,s̄9dg

+ pfss,s8d,ss̄9,s9dgj

= o
s8

pss,s8dpfss,s8d,ss9,s̄8dg

+ o
s8

pss,s8dpfss,s8d,ss̄9,s9dg. s7d

If s9=s̄9, then only one of the sums is kept.
We now proceed to compute

os8pss ,s8dpfss ,s8d ,ss9 ,s̄9dg. Write s=b1¯bL, s8
=b18¯bL8, and s 9 =b19¯bL9. Let l ;DHss ,s9d. Let us con-
sider somei for which bi =bi9. ThenbL−i+18 can take on any

FIG. 2. The three stages of DNA replication.
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value, for if bL−i+18 = b̄i9, then no repair is necessary, and we

obtain bi → sbi9 ,b̄i9d. If bL−i+18 Þ b̄i9, then repair is necessary,

and with probability 1/2 it isbL−i+18 that is repaired tob̄i9,

giving once again thatbi → sbi9 ,b̄i9d. So, let us now consider

somei for which bi Þbi9. Then bL−i+18 must be equal tob̄i9.

Otherwise, if bL−i+18 = b̄i Þ b̄i9, then no lesion repair occurs,

and we getbi → sbi ,b̄idÞ sbi9 ,b̄i9d. If bL−i+18 Þ b̄i, thenbL−i+18 is

repaired with probability 1/2 tob̄i, or bi is repaired with

probability 1/2 tob̄L−i+18 . Thus, eitherbi → sbi ,b̄idÞ sbi9 ,b̄i9d,
or bi → sb̄L−i+18 ,bL−i+18 dÞ sbi9 ,b̄i9d, and so the correspondings8
does not contribute to the sum
os8pss ,s8dpfss ,s8d ,ss 9 ,s̄9dg, since pfss ,s8d ,ss 9 ,s̄9dg
=0.

Our analysis allows us to perform the sum, assuming a
probabilityehs,s̄j of a mismatch. For a givens8, let l8 denote
the number of sites among theL− l sites which are equal ins

ands9 for which bL−i+18 Þ b̄i9. There ares L−l
l8

ds2S−1dl8 ways of
choosing such as8. The probability pss ,s8d is equal to

fehs ,s̄j / s2S−1dgl8+ls1−ehs,s̄jdL−l−l8. The probability

pfss ,s8d ,ss 9 ,s̄9dg is then s1/2dl8+l
, so multiplying by the

degeneracy inl8 and summing over alll8 gives

o
s8

pss,s8dpfss,s8d,ss 9 ,s̄9dg

= o
l8=0

L−l SL − l

l8
Ds2S− 1dl8S ehs,s̄j

2S− 1
D l8+l

3s1 − ehs,s̄jdL−l−l8S1

2
Dl8+l

= S ehs,s̄j/2

2S− 1
D lS1 −

ehs,s̄j

2
DL−l

. s8d

If we define l̄ =DHss ,s̄9d, then we obtain

that os8pss ,s8dpfss ,s8d ,ss̄ 9 ,s9dg=fsehs,s̄j /2d / s2S−1dgl̄s1
−ehs,s̄j /2dL−l̄. Now, note that DHsb1¯bL ,b18¯bL8d
=DHsb̄L¯ b̄1,b̄L8¯ b̄18d, and DHsb1¯bL ,b̄L8¯ b̄18d
=DHsb̄L¯ b̄1,b18¯bL8d, so thatl =DHss ,s9d=DHss̄ ,s̄9d, and

l̄ =DHss ,s̄9d=DHss̄ ,s9d. Therefore, we obtain that

pss,hs 9 ,s̄9jd = pss̄,hs 9 ,s̄9jd =5S ehs,s̄j/2

2S− 1
D lS1 −

ehs,s̄j

2
DL−l

+ S ehs,s̄j/2

2S− 1
D l̄S1 −

ehs,s̄j

2
DL−l̄

for s 9 Þ s̄ 9 ,

S ehs,s̄j/2

2S− 1
D lS1 −

ehs,s̄j

2
DL−l

for s 9 = s̄ 9 .

s9d

C. The quasispecies equations

We are now ready to derive the quasispecies equations for
semiconservative replication. We consider a population of
unicellular, asexually replicating organisms. Letnhs,s̄j denote
the number of organisms with genomehs ,s̄j. We let khs,s̄j
denote the first-order growth rate constant of organisms with
genomehs ,s̄j. Then from the replication mechanism illus-
trated in Fig. 2, we obtain the system of differential equa-
tions given by

dnhs,s̄j

dt
= − khs,s̄jnhs,s̄j + o

hs8,s̄8j

khs8,s̄8jnhs8,s̄8j

3fpss8,hs,s̄jd + pss̄8,hs,s̄jdg. s10d

The first term is a death term which takes into account the
destruction of the original genome during replication. The
terms in the summation take into the account the production
of hs ,s̄j from boths8 and s̄8.

We now definen=ohs,s̄jnhs,s̄j, andxhs,s̄j=nhs,s̄j /n. Reex-
pressed in terms of the population fractionsxhs,s̄j, the dy-
namical equations become

dxhs,s̄j

dt
= o

hs8,s̄8j

khs8,s̄8jxhs8,s̄8j

3fpss8,hs,s̄jd + pss̄8,hs,s̄jdg

− fkhs,s̄j + k̄stdgxhs,s̄j, s11d

wherek̄std;ohs,s̄jkhs,s̄jxhs,s̄j is the mean fitness of the popu-
lation, which arises as a normalization term to ensure that the
total population fraction remains 1.

We now proceed to put these equations into a form which
is more easily amenable to analysis than the above equations.
To this end, we make the following definitions:(1) ks

;khs,s̄j, so thatks̄=ks, (2) es;ehs,s̄j, so thates=es̄. Fi-
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nally, ys; 1
2xhs,s̄j if sÞ s̄, and ys;xhs,s̄j if s=s̄. Clearly,

we also have thatys=ys̄.
Now,

o
hs8,s̄8j

khs8,s̄8jxhs8,s̄8jfpss8,hs,s̄jd + pss̄8,hs,s̄jdg

= o
hs8,s̄8j,s8Þs̄8

khs8,s̄8jxhs8,s̄8jfpss8,hs,s̄jd + pss̄8,hs,s̄jdg

+ o
hs8,s̄8j,s8=s̄8

khs8,s̄8jxhs8,s̄8jfpss8,hs,s̄jd

+ pss̄8,hs,s̄jdg,

= o
hs8,s̄8j,s8Þs̄8

ks8xhs8,s̄8jpss8,hs,s̄jd

+ o
hs8,s̄8j,s8Þs̄8

ks̄8xhs8,s̄8jpss̄8,hs,s̄jd

+ o
hs8,s̄8j,s8=s̄8

2ks8xhs8,s̄8jpss8,hs,s̄jd

= o
s8,s8Þs̄8

ks8xhs8,s̄8jpss8,hs,s̄jd

+ 2 o
s8,s8=s̄8

ks8xhs8,s̄8jpss8,hs,s̄jd. s12d

Therefore, forsÞ s̄,

dys

dt
=

1

2

dxhs,s̄j

dt

=
1

2 o
s8,s8Þs̄8

2ks8ys8FS es8/2

2S− 1
DDHss,s8d

3S1 −
es8

2
DL−DHss,s8d

+ S es8/2

2S− 1
DDHss̄,s8d

3S1 −
es8

2
DL−DHss̄,s8dG

+ o
s8,s8=s̄8

ks8ys8FS es8/2

2S− 1
DDHss,s8d

3S1 −
es8

2
DL−DHss,s8d

+ S es8/2

2S− 1
DDHss̄,s8d

3S1 −
es8

2
DL−DHss̄,s8dG − fks + k̄stdgys

= o
s8

ks8ys8FS es8/2

2S− 1
DDHss,s8dS1 −

es8

2
DL−DHss,s8d

+ S es8/2

2S− 1
DDHss̄,s8dS1 −

es8

2
DL−DHss̄,s8dG

− fks + k̄stdgys

= o
s8

ks8ys8S es8/2

2S− 1
DDHss,s8d

3S1 −
es8

2
DL−DHss,s8d

+ o
s8

ks̄8ys̄8FS es̄8/2

2S− 1
DDHss,s̄8d

3S1 −
es̄8

2
DL−DHss,s̄8dG − fks + k̄stdgys

= 2o
s8

ks8ys8S es8/2

2S− 1
DDHss,s8dS1 −

es8

2
DL−DHss,s8d

− fks + k̄stdgys. s13d

For s=s̄ we get

dys

dt
=

dxhs,s̄j

dt

= o
s8,s8Þs̄8

2ks8ys8pss8,hs,s̄jd

+ 2 o
s8,s8=s̄8

ks8ys8pss8,hs,s̄jd − fks + k̄stdgys

= 2o
s8

ks8ys8S es8/2

2S− 1
DDHss,s8dS1 −

es8

2
DL−DHss,s8d

− fks + k̄stdgys. s14d

Since we obtain the same set of equations for palindromic
and non-palindromic molecules, the final form of our qua-
sispecies equations becomes

dys

dt
= 2o

s8

ks8ys8S es8/2

2S− 1
DDHss,s8dS1 −

es8

2
DL−DHss,s8d

− fks + k̄stdgys. s15d

It is readily shown thatk̄std=osksys. It is also readily
shown thatys=ys̄ for all s implies thatdys /dt=dys̄ /dt for
all s, and soys=ys̄ is preserved by the evolution.

As a final note in this section, we can express the above
system of equations in vector form as follows: We defineyW
=sysd, so yW is simply the vector of population fractions. We
definekW =sksd, sokW is simply the vector of growth rate con-
stants. We define

A =HFAss8 = ks8S es8/2

2S− 1
DDHss,s8dS1 −

es8

2
DL−DHss,s8dGJ

to be the matrix of first-order mutation rate constants. Fi-
nally, we defineK =fsKss8=ksdss8dg to be the diagonal ma-
trix of first-order growth rate constants. Putting everything
together, we obtain the vector form of the quasispecies equa-
tions
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dyW

dt
= s2A − K dyW − skW · yWdyW . s16d

Presumably, for a static landscape, the system of equations
converges to the equilibrium distribution given by the eigen-
vector corresponding to the largest eigenvalue of the matrix
2A −K .

III. THE SINGLE FITNESS PEAK

A. Overview and analytical results

In the single fitness peak model, there exists a unique,
master genomehs0,s̄0j with fitnessk.1, with all other ge-
nomes having fitness 1. Our fitness landscape is therefore
given by ks0

=ks̄0
=k, while ks=1 for sÞs0,s̄0. We also

assume thates is independent ofs, so thates=e. For this
landscape, we wish to obtain the equilibrium behavior of the
system of differential equations given by Eq.(15).

For the case of conservative replication, the single fitness
peak model may be solved by first grouping the genomes
into Hamming classes[3]. Specifically, given the master se-
quences0, we may defineCHsld=hsuDHss ,s0d= lj. If xs de-
notes the population fraction with genomes, then we define
zl =osPCHsldxs. The quasispecies equations are then reex-
pressed in terms of thezl, and the equilibrium equations may
be readily solved in the limit of infinite sequence length,
since the backmutation terms become negligible. The result
is

dzl

dt
= e−mo

l1=0

l
1

l1!
kl−l1

ml1zl−l1
− k̄stdzl , s17d

wherekl =k for l =0, and 1 forl .0, k̄std=sk−1dz0+1, and
m;Le in the limit L→`.

For the case of semiconservative replication, the single
fitness peak model for double-stranded genomes becomes an
effectively two fitness peak model. Thus, it is not possible to
directly group the genomes into Hamming classes. Neverthe-
less, the single fitness peak for double-stranded genomes is
solvable. The details of the solution, which are fairly in-
volved, may be found in Appendix A. The final result, how-
ever, is simple to understand. In the limit of infinite sequence
length, s0 and s̄0 become infinitely separated. Therefore,
locally arounds0, s̄0 we have an effectively single fitness
peak model. We may therefore exploit the local symmetry of
the landscape and define Hamming classes arounds0 ands̄0.

Thus,CHss0; ld;hsuDHss ,s0d= lj, and similarly fors̄0. We
may then definewl =osPCHss0;ldys, and w̄l may be defined
similarly with respect tos̄0. However, by symmetry of the
landscape we havewl =w̄l, and so need only consider the
dynamics of thewl. In Appendix A, we show that when
expressed in terms of thewl, the quasispecies equations be-
come

dwl

dt
= 2e−m/2o

l1=0

l
1

l1!
Sm

2
Dl1

kl−l1
wl−l1

− fkl + k̄stdgwl . s18d

In this case,k̄std=2sk−1dw0+1. The reason for this is that
w0 is only the fraction of the population on the fitness peak at
s0. By the way we defined ourys, the total fraction of viable
organisms is given byw0+w̄0=2w0.

We begin the solution of the infinite sequence length
equations by solving for the equilibrium value ofw0. We
have

dw0

dt
= 2ke−m/2w0 − fk + k̄stdgw0 s19d

which admits the solutionsw0=0,fks2e−m/2−1d−1g /2sk−1d.
Multiplying by 2, we get the equilibrium solution forxhs0,s̄0j
of 0 or fks2e−m/2−1d−1g / sk−1d. To determine the domain of
validity of these solutions, we note that we wantw0=1/2 for
m=0. That is, when replication is perfect, then the population
resides entirely on the fitness peakhs0,s̄0j. We must also
have w0ù0, which holds as long asks2e−m/2−1d−1
ù0⇒mømcrit;2 lnf2/s1+1/kdg. Therefore, by continuity,
we have that formømcrit, the equilibrium solution isw0
=fks2e−m/2−1d−1g /2sk−1d. Form.mcrit, the equilibrium so-
lution becomesw0=0. The transition between these two so-
lution regimes is known as the error catastrophe.

In dealing with conservative replication, another param-
eter of interest which we consider is the localization length,
defined askll=ol=1

` lzl, wherezl denotes the population frac-
tion at localization lengthl from the master sequence. We
wish to extend the definition of localization length to our
model. The complication here is that in the limit of infinite

sequence length, the Hamming distancesl and l̄ to s0 ands̄0
(respectively) cannot be simultaneously finite. However, as
mentioned previously, the fraction of the population at a
Hamming distancel from s0, given by wl, is equal to the
fraction of the population at a Hamming distancel from s̄0,
given by w̄l. Therefore, an appropriate definition for the

TABLE I. Comparison of quasispecies equilibrium between conservative and semiconservative replica-
tion. It should be noted thatk̄st=`d is simply the equilibrium mean fitness of the population.

Parameter Conservative Semiconservative

mcrit ln k 2 lnf2/ s1+1/kdg
xmastersm,mcritd ske−m−1d/ sk−1d (ks2e−m/2−1d−1)/ sk−1d

k̄st=`d sm,mcritd ke−m kd2e−m/2−1d
kll sm,mcritd mke−m/ ske−m−1d mks2e−m/2−1d/ (ks2e−m/2−1d−1)
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localization length is to definekll=ol=1
` 2lwl. We may com-

putekll by using a technique similar to the one developed in
Ref. [14]. Briefly, a differential equation for the time evolu-
tion of kll is derived from the evolution equations for thewl.
The result is

dkll
dt

= kllf1 − k̄stdg + mk̄std s20d

giving at equilibrium that

kll = m
k̄st = `d

k̄st = `d − 1
= m

ks2e−m/2 − 1d
ks2e−m/2 − 1d − 1

. s21d

Note that the localization length is finite form,mcrit, but
diverges at the error catastrophe. For convenience, Table I
illustrates the difference between conservative and semicon-
servative replication.

Figure 3 shows a plot ofmcrit versusk for both the con-
servative and semiconservative cases. Figure 4 shows a plot
of k̄st=`d versusm for k=10 for both the conservative and

semiconservative cases. Finally, Fig. 5 shows a plot ofkll
versusm for k=10 for both the conservative and semiconser-
vative cases.

B. Stochastic simulation of the semiconservative equations

In order to complement the analytical work derived in this
paper, we present stochastic simulations of semiconserva-
tively replicating organisms, which numerically confirm the
predicted location of the error catastrophe. The results of one
of these simulations is shown in Fig. 6.

The results shown in Fig. 6 were obtained using a con-
stant population size of 10 000 organisms with genome
lengths of 101 base pairs, using an alphabet size of 2S=4 (to
correspond with the alphabet size of DNA). The master se-
quence replicates at each time step with probability
pR,hs0,s̄0j=1; all other sequences replicate with

FIG. 3. Plot ofmcrit versusk for both conservative and semicon-
servative replication. Units are dimensionless.

FIG. 4. Plot of k̄st=`d versus m for k=10. Units are
dimensionless.

FIG. 5. Plot of kll versus m for k=10. Units are
dimensionless.

FIG. 6. Error catastrophe in a stochastic simulation of a finite
population of 10 000 semiconservatively replicating organisms.
Where the analytical results differ noticeably from the numerical
results, the analytical results are marked with filled squares. This
discrepancy is simply a consequence of the finite size of the popu-
lation and does not reflect a problem with the differential equations
themselves, which assume an infinite population. Units in this fig-
ure are dimensionless.
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pR,hs,s̄jÞhs0,s̄0j=0.01, giving khs0,s̄0j=100, andkhs,s̄jÞhs0,s̄0j
=1. By iterating a sufficient number of times, it is possible to
compute the equilibrium value of the master sequence frac-
tion xmasterfor various values ofe. The predictedecrit for the
above parameters is indicated in Fig. 6 as a dashed line. Note
the good agreement between the theoretical prediction of the
error catastrophe and the numerical results.

IV. DISCUSSION

The key difference between conservative replication and
semiconservative replication is the destruction of the parent
genome in the semiconservative case, as opposed to its pres-
ervation in the conservative case. This is captured by the
functionse−m versus 2e−m/2−1 in the formulas given in Table
I. For conservative replication,e−m is simply the probability
of correct replication. This probability is always positive, and
so, by makingk sufficiently large, it is possible to guarantee
that the effective growth rateke−m of the master sequence
stays above the growth rate of 1 for the unviable sequences.
For semiconservative replication, the probability that each
strand is matched with its proper complementary strand is
e−m/2. Therefore, since there are two parent strands, and the
parent genome is destroyed during replication, we have the
factor 2e−m/2−1, yielding an effective growth rate of
ks2e−m/2−1d. However, 2e−m/2−1 is only positive when
e−m/2.1/2, or whenm,2 ln 2. When the probability of cor-
rect daughter strand synthesis drops below 1/2, then the rate
of production of viable genomes no longer exceeds the rate
of destruction. The result is that replicating faster simply
increases the rate of destruction of viable organisms, and
therefore does not avoid the error catastrophe. This of course
implies that at sufficiently high error rates, faster replicating
cells will die more quickly than more slowly replicating
cells. Thus, in contrast to the conservative quasispecies equa-
tions, the semiconservative equations provide a mathematical
basis for explaining the efficacy of mutagens as chemothera-
peutic agents.

The semiconservative quasispecies formalism may be
naturally extended to more sophisticated models with more
than one gene. In this paper, we focused on the single fitness
peak model, in which the genome consists of a single, “vi-
ability,” or “reproductive rate,” “gene,” and the replication
error probability is genome independent.

As an example, we may incorporate mismatch repair into
the semiconservative, quasispecies formalism. As with the
conservative case[13,14], we consider a two-gene model, in
which one gene codes for viability, and the other codes for
repair. Thus, a given genomehs ,s̄j may be written as
hsviasrep,s̄reps̄viaj. As was done in Refs.[13,14], we may
assume a single-fitness peak in both the viability and repair
genes, so that there exist “master” sequencessvia,0,s̄via,0,
andsrep,0,s̄rep,0 for both viability and repair, respectively. In
the single-stranded formulation of the semiconservative
model, a givens has a first-order growth ratek.1 if s
=svia,0srep or s̄reps̄via,0. The growth rate constant is 1 other-
wise. Furthermore,s has a functioning mismatch repair sys-
tem with failure probabilityer if s=sviasrep,0 or s̄rep,0s̄via.
Otherwise, mismatch repair is inactivated.

While we leave the solution of this two-gene model for
future work, we may nevertheless compute the location of
the repair catastrophe. As with the case for conservative rep-
lication, the repair catastrophe occurs when the effective
growth rate constant of viable repairers drops below the
growth rate constant of viable nonrepairers. For viable re-
pairers, the effective growth rate constant isks2e−erm/2−1d.
We have for the nonrepairers an effective growth rate con-
stant of viable organisms given byks2e−sLvia/Ldm/2−1d. The
factor of Lvia/L arises because in dealing with the overall
growth rate of the mutators, we are only concerned with the
production of viable organisms. The repairer gene does not
need to be correctly replicated. The repair catastrophe then
occurs whenks2e−erm/2−1d=ks2e−sLvia/Ldm/2−1d, or when er

=Lvia/L. Interestingly, this result is unchanged from the point
mutation, conservative result in Ref.[13], or the full solu-
tion, conservative result in Ref.[14].

V. CONCLUSIONS

This paper extended the quasispecies formalism to in-
clude the case of semiconservative replication, in order to
allow for the more realistic modeling of the evolutionary
dynamics of DNA-based life. While we believe that this ex-
tension is an important first step in moving away from
Eigen’s original RNA-based model, much more work re-
mains to be done. Our model is currently most directly ap-
plicable to prokaryotic genomes, which generally consist of a
single, circular DNA molecule. This asssumes that the pri-
mary source of mutations in prokaryotes are point mutations.
At high mutation rates(induced, for example, by nucleoside
analogues), this may indeed be the case. However, a proper
modeling of evolutionary dynamics will need to include
other effects such as recombination, sex, insertions, dele-
tions, gene duplications, and transposition(which is believed
to play an important role in the spread of antibiotic drug
resistance). Furthermore, in order to properly model eukary-
otic genomes, it will be necessary to extend the quasispecies
equations to genomes consisting of multiple chromosomes.

After deriving the quasispecies equations for semiconser-
vative systems, we proceeded to solve them for the simplest
landscape, that of the static single fitness peak. As with con-
servative replication, the solution of the single fitness peak
yielded two regimes: A viable regime, where the population
is localized about the “master” genome and an unviable re-
gime, where the population is delocalized over the genome
space. The transition between the two regimes is known as
the error catastrophe.

The main difference between conservative and semicon-
servative replication is that for conservative replication, it is
possible to push the error catastrophe to arbitrarily high rep-
lication error rates by increasing the growth rate constant of
the master genome. In semiconservative replication, on the
other hand, the probability of correct replication must always
be greater than 1/2, in order to avoid the error catastrophe.
Semiconservative replication is therefore considerably less
robust to the effect of mutagens than conservative replica-
tion. Furthermore, as pointed out in the Discussion, the ex-
istence of a lower bound to semiconservative replication fi-
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delity explains why above a threshold mutation rate,
mutagenic agents kill more rapidly replicating cells faster
than more slowly replicating cells.
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APPENDIX: SOLUTION OF THE STATIC SINGLE
FITNESS PEAK MODEL FOR SEMICONSERVATIVE

REPLICATION

1. Finite genome size equations

To begin, let us define the internal Hamming distancel I
=DHss0,s̄0d. Also, let s0,S denote the subsequence of bases
wheres0 ands̄0 are identical, ands0,NS ands̄0,NS denote the
subsequences of bases ins0 ands̄0, respectively, where they
differ. Then given some gene sequences, we can break it up
into two subsequencessS and sNS. sS denotes the subse-
quence of bases ins corresponding to the subsequence of
bases wheres0, s̄0 are identical.sNS denotes the subse-
quence of remaining bases. This is illustrated in Fig. 7.

Given some gene sequences, we can then characterize it
by the following numbers:(1) lS;DHssS,s0,Sd, (2) lNS

;DHssNS,s0,NSd, (3) l̄NS;DHssNS,s̄0,NSd, (4) l̃NS; lNS+ l̄NS

− l I. Thereforel̃NS is simply the number of positions where
sNS differs from boths0,NS and s̄0,NS.

Now, anys8 may be generated from anys by making the
appropriate base changes. We can make changes tos as
follows.

(1) Let l1,S denote the number of changes tosS wheresS

ands0,S are identical. There ares L−l I−lS
l1,S

ds2S−1dl1,S possibili-
ties for this set of changes.

(2) Let l2,S denote the number of changes tosS back to

the corresponding base ins0,S, wheresS and s0,S are dis-
tinct. The degeneracy in this case iss lS

l2,S
d.

(3) Let l3,S denote the number of changes tosS to bases
distinct from the corresponding bases ins0,S, wheresS and
s0,S are distinct. The degeneracy iss lS−l2,S

l3,S
ds2S−2dl3,S.

(4) Let l11,NS denote the number of changes tosNS where
sNS, s0,NSare identical, to bases other than the corresponding
ones ins̄0,NS. The degeneracy iss l I−lNS

l11,NS
ds2S−2dl11,NS.

(5) Let l12,NS denote the number of changes tosNS where
sNS, s0,NS are identical, to the corresponding bases ins̄0,NS.
The degeneracy iss l I−lNS−l11,NS

l12,NS
d.

(6) Let l̄11,NS denote the number of changes tosNS where
sNS, s̄0,NSare identical, to bases other than the corresponding

ones ins0,NS. The degeneracy iss l I−l̄NS

l̄11,NS
ds2S−2dl̄11,NS.

(7) Let l̄12,NS denote the number of changes tosNS where
sNS, s̄0,NS are identical, to the corresponding bases ins0,NS.

The degeneracy iss l I−l̄NS−l̄11,NS

l̄12,NS
d.

(8) Let l2,NS denote the number of changes tosNS, where
sNS is distinct from s0,NS and s̄0,NS, and the bases are
changed to the corresponding bases insNS,0. The degeneracy

is s l̃NS

l2,NS
d.

(9) Let l̄2,NS denote the number of changes tosNS, where
sNS is distinct from s0,NS and s̄0,NS, and the bases are
changed to the corresponding bases ins̄NS,0. The degeneracy

is s l̃NS−l2,NS

l̃2,NS
d.

(10) Let l3,NSdenote the number of changes tosNS, where
sNS is distinct from s0,NS and s̄0,NS, and the bases are
changed to bases other than the corresponding ones insNS,0

and s̄NS,0. The degeneracy iss l̃NS−l2,NS−l̃2,NS

l3,NS
ds2S−3dl3,NS.

The series of changes tos defined above yield as8 which
is at a Hamming distance ofl1,S+ l2,S+ l3,S+ l11,NS+ l12,NS

+ l̄11,NS+ l̄12,NS+ l2,NS+ l̄2,NS+ l3,NS from s. Furthermore, the

values oflS, lNS, l̄NS, and l̃NS for s8 are given by

lS8 = lS+ l1,S− l2,S, sA1d

lNS8 = lNS+ l11,NS+ l12,NS− l̄12,NS− l2,NS,

l̄NS8 = l̄NS+ l̄11,NS+ l̄12,NS− l12,NS− l̄2,NS,

l̃NS8 = l̃NS+ l11,NS+ l̄11,NS− l2,NS− l̄2,NS.

Now, we will assume thatys depends only onlS, lNS, and

l̄NS. At time t=0, we start the evolution by settingys=0 for
all sÞs0,s̄0, andys0

=ys̄0
=1/2 if s0Þ s̄0, and 1 ifs0=s̄0.

Therefore,ys=0 unlesslS=0 and lNS=0 or l̄NS=0. So cer-

tainly ys depends only onlS, lNS, and l̄NS at the start of the
evolution. Also, by similar reasoning, we see that the fitness

landscapehksj also depends only onlS, lNS, l̄NS. If we can

FIG. 7. Illustration of sequence decomposition intosS andsNS

components.
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show that this implies thatdys /dt depends only onlS, lNS,

l̄NS, thenys depends only onlS, lNS, l̄NS throughout the evo-
lution.

So, consider some timet for which theys depend only on

lS, lNS, l̄NS, for all givens characterized bylS, lNS, l̄NS. Then
we may write ylS,lNS,l̄NS

;ys. We also write ks=klS,lNS,l̄NS
.

Summing over the contributions from thes8, obtained by the
base changes described above, we obtain

dylS,lNS,l̄NS

dt
= 2 o

l1,S=0

L−l I−lS

o
l2,S=0

lS

o
l3,S=0

lS−l2,S

o
l11,NS=0

l I−lNS

o
l12,NS=0

l I−lNS−l11,NS

o
l̄11,NS=0

l I−l̄NS

o
l̄12,NS=0

l I−l̄NS−l̄11,NS

o
l2,NS=0

l̃NS

o
l̄2,NS=0

l̃NS−l2,NS

o
l3,NS=0

l̃NS−l2,NS−l̄2,NS

3SL − l I − lS
l1,S

DS lS
l2,S

DSlS− l2,S

l3,S
DSl I − lNS

l11,NS
DSl I − lNS− l11,NS

l12,NS
DSl I − l̄NS

l̄11,NS

D
3Sl I − l̄NS− l̄11,NS

l̄12,NS

DS l̃NS

l2,NS

DS l̃NS− l2,NS

l̄2,NS

DS l̃NS− l2,NS− l̄2,NS

l3,NS

D
3s2S− 1dl1,Ss2S− 2dl3,Ss2S− 2dl11,NSs2S− 2dl̄11,NSs2S− 3dl3,NS

3S e/2

2S− 1
Dl1,S+l2,S+l3,S+l11,NS+l̄11,NS+l12,NS+l̄12,NS+l2,NS+l̄2,NS+l3,NS

3S1 −
e

2
DL−l1,S−l2,S−l3,S−l11,NS−l̄11,NS−l12,NS−l̄12,NS−l2,NS−l̄2,NS−l3,NS

3klS+l1,S−l2,S,lNS+l11,NS+l12,NS−l̄12,NS−l2,NS,l̄NS+l̄11,NS+l̄12,NS−l12,NS−l̄2,NS

3ylS+l1,S−l2,S,lNS+l11,NS+l12,NS−l̄12,NS−l2,NS,l̄NS+l̄11,NS+l̄12,NS−l12,NS−l̄2,NS
− fklS,lNS,l̄NS

+ k̄stdgylS,lNS,l̄NS
. sA2d

Note from the sum thatdys /dt=dys8 /dt for any twos, s8 characterized by the samelS, lNS, andl̄NS. Therefore, the assumption

that ys is determined bylS, lNS, l̄NS is justified.
We may sum overl3,S and l3,NS to obtain

dylS,lNS,l̄NS

dt
= 2 o

l1,S=0

L−l I−lS

o
l2,S=0

lS

o
l11,NS=0

l I−lNS

o
l12,NS=0

l I−lNS−l11,NS

o
l̄11,NS=0

l I−l̄NS

o
l̄12,NS=0

l I−l̄NS−l̄11,NS

o
l2,NS=0

l̃NS

o
l̄2,NS=0

l̃NS−l2,NS

3SL − l I − lS
l1,S

DS lS
l2,S

DSl I − lNS

l11,NS
DSl I − lNS− l11,NS

l12,NS
D

3Sl I − l̄NS

l̄11,NS

DSl I − l̄NS− l̄11,NS

l̄12,NS

DS l̃NS

l2,NS

DS l̃NS− l2,NS

l̄2,NS

D
3s2S− 2dl11,NS+l̄11,NSS e

2
Dl1,SS e/2

2S− 1
Dl2,S+l11,NS+l̄11,NS+l12,NS+l̄12,NS+l2,NS+l̄2,NS

3S1 −
e/2

2S− 1
DlS−l2,SS1 −

e

2S− 1
D l̃NS−l2,NS−l̄2,NS

3S1 −
e

2
DL−lS−l̃NS−l1,S−l11,NS−l̄11,NS−l12,NS−l̄12,NS

3klS+l1,S−l2,S,lNS+l11,NS+l12,NS−l̄12,NS−l2,NS,l̄NS+l̄11,NS+l̄12,NS−l12,NS−l̄2,NS

3ylS+l1,S−l2,S,lNS+l11,NS+l12,NS−l̄12,NS−l2,NS,l̄NS+l̄11,NS+l̄12,NS−l12,NS−l̄2,NS
− fklS,lNS,l̄NS

+ k̄stdgylS,lNS,l̄NS
. sA3d
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Now, the total number of sequencess characterized by the Hamming distanceslS, lNS, and l̄NS is given by ClS,lNS,l̄NS

=s L−l I
lS

ds l I
lNS

ds lNS

l̃NS
ds2S−1dlSs2S−2dl̃NS. Then definezlS,lNS,l̄NS

=ClS,lNS,l̄NS
ylS,lNS,l̄NS

. We may convert our differential equations from

the y to thez representations. After some tedious algrebra, the final result is

dzlS,lNS,l̄NS

dt
= 2 o

l1,S=0

L−l I−lS

o
l2,S=0

lS

o
l11,NS=0

l I−lNS

o
l12,NS=0

l I−lNS−l11,NS

o
l̄11,NS=0

l I−l̄NS

o
l̄12,NS=0

l I−l̄NS−l̄11,NS

o
l2,NS=0

l̃NS

o
l̄2,NS=0

l̃NS−l2,NS

3Sl1,S+ lS− l2,S

l1,S
DS e/2

2S− 1
Dl1,SS1 −

e/2

2S− 1
DlS−l2,S

3SL − l I − lS− l1,S+ l2,S

l2,S
DS e

2
Dl2,S

3S l̃NS− l2,NS− l̄2,NS+ l11,NS+ l̄11,NS

l̄11,NS

DS l̃NS− l2,NS− l̄2,NS+ l11,NS

l11,NS

D
3S e/2

2S− 1
Dl11,NS+l̄11,NSS1 −

e

2S− 1
D l̃NS−l2,NS−l̄2,NS

3Sl I − lNS− l11,NS− l12,NS+ l2,NS+ l̄12,NS

l̄12,NS

DSl I − lNS− l11,NS− l12,NS+ l2,NS

l2,NS
D

3S e/2

2S− 1
D l̄12,NS+l2,NS

3Sl I − l̄NS− l̄11,NS− l̄12,NS+ l12,NS+ l̄2,NS

l̄2,NS

DSl I − l̄NS− l̄11,NS− l̄12,NS+ l12,NS

l12,NS

D
3S e/2

2S− 1
D l̄2,NS+l12,NS

s2S− 2dl2,NS+l̄2,NSS1 −
e

2
DL−lS−l̃NS−l1,S−l11,NS−l̄11,NS−l12,NS−l̄12,NS

3klS+l1,S−l2,S,lNS+l11,NS+l12,NS−l̄12,NS−l2,NS,l̄NS+l̄11,NS+l̄12,NS−l12,NS−l̄2,NS

3zlS+l1,S−l2,S,lNS+l11,NS+l12,NS−l̄12,NS−l2,NS,l̄NS+l̄11,NS+l̄12,NS−l12,NS−l̄2,NS
− fklS,lNS,l̄NS

+ k̄stdgzlS,lNS,l̄NS
sA4d

2. The infinite sequence length equations

We are now in a position to derive the infinite sequence
length form of the quasispecies equations. We allowL→`
while keepingm;Le fixed. Furthermore, let us definef I
= l I /L, so f I is the fraction of bases ins0 ands̄0 which differ.
If we let psf Id denote the probability density forf I, then in
the limit of infinite sequence length we obtain thatpsf Id
→dhf I −f1−s1/2Sdgj, whered is the Diracd function. There-
fore, we takef I =1−1/2S in the L→` limit.

A slight complication arises in the infinite sequence limit,
namely, thatl I = f IL→` asL→`. This means that it is im-

possible forlNS and l̄NS to simultaneously be finite. For iflNS

is finite, thenl̄NS= l I − lNS+ l̃NS=` and vice versa. The appro-
priate way to solve these equations is therefore to solve for

finite values oflS, lNS, andl̃NS. Then we can redenotezlS,lNS,l̄NS
by zlS,lNS,l̃NS

, and solve in the infinite sequence limit. The

symmetry of the landscape allows us to obtain the finitel̄NS

population fractions as well, since the population fraction for

finite lS, l̄NS, and l̃NS is then simply given byzlS,l̄NS,l̃NS
.

In the following subsection, we show that asL→`, the
only terms which survive the limiting process are thel1,S

= l11,NS= l̄11,NS= l̄2,NS= l12,NS=0 terms. We also have

SL − l I − lS+ l2,S

l2,S
DS e

2
Dl2,S

→ 1

l2,S!
S s1 − f Idm

2
Dl2,S

, sA5d

Sl I − lNS+ l2,NS+ l̄12,NS

l̄12,NS

DSl I − lNS+ l2,NS

l2,NS
DS e/2

2S− 1
D l̄12,NS+l2,NS

→ 1

l2,NS! l̄12,NS!
S f Im

2s2S− 1dD
l̄12,NS+l2,NS

, sA6d
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S1 −
e

2
DL−lS−l̃NS−l1,S−l11,NS−l̄11,NS−l12,NS−l̄12,NS

→ e−m/2. sA7d

Using the fact thatf I →1−1/2S asL→`, we obtain, after some manipulation(and after redenotingklS,lNS,l̄NS
by klS,lNS,l̃NS

), the
infinite sequence length equations

dzlS,lNS,l̃NS

dt
= 2e−m/2 o

l1,S=0

lS

o
l1,NS=0

lNS−l̃NS

o
l2,NS=0

l̃NS 1

l1,S ! l1,NS! l2,NS!
S m

4S
Dl1,S+l1,NS+l2,NS

s2S− 2dl2,NS

3klS−l1,S,lNS−l1,NS−l2,NS,l̃NS−l2,NS
zlS−l1,S,lNS−l1,NS−l2,NS,l̃NS−l2,NS

− fklS,lNS,l̃NS
+ k̄stdgzlS,lNS,l̃NS

, sA8d

where we have redenotedl2,S by l1,S, and l̄12,NS by l1,NS.
It should be clear thatz0,0,0=ys0

. Therefore, 2z0,0,0 is the
total fraction of the population with genomehs0,s̄0j. This
gives,k̄std=2sk−1dz0,0,0+1.

Now, asL→`, the sequencess0 ands̄0 become infinitely
separated. Therefore, we expect that the values ofzlS,lNS,l̃NS

for finite lS, lNS, l̃NS to be dictated by the single fitness peak
at s0. Thus, for largeL, we expect to obtain a locally single
fitness peak model in which we can then assume thatys

depends only on the Hamming distancelS+ lNS to s0. In the
following subsection, we prove this rigorously. We may then
group the population into Hamming classes, as with the
single fitness peak for conservative replication. Specifically,
we definewl =olNS=0

l o
l̃NS=0

lNS zl−lNS,lNS,l̃NS
, and finally obtain the

infinite sequence length equations given by Eq.(17).

3. Additional calculational details

a. Derivation of the infinite sequence length equations from the
finite sequence length equatiions

In this appendix, we derive the infinite sequence length
form for dzlS,lNS,l̃NS

/dt from the corresponding finite sequence
length equations. Before proceeding, however, we derive
some basic inequalities which we will need to use. First of
all, note that eachzlS,lNS,l̃NS

must beø1. Furthermore, note

that klS,lNS,l̃NS
øk. We also have,sm+n

m dlm=pi=1
m fsn+ id / igl

ø fsn+1dlgm, ands1−ldnø1 for lP f0,1g.
We wish to show that in the limit ofL→`, the only terms

which contribute to the dynamical equations are thel1,S

= l11,NS= l̄11,NS= l̄2,NS= l12,NS=0 terms. We prove this by show-
ing that for each of the above indices, the total contribution
from all the nonzero terms becomes arbitrarily small asL
→` with m=Le held fixed.

So, we start with thel1,S index. From the inequalities
given above, we may note that the summand of Eq.(A4),
denoted bySlS,lNS,l̃NS,l1,S,l2,S,l11,NS,l̄11,NS,l12,NS,l̄12,NS,l2,NS,l̄2,NS

, has the
upper bound

SlS,lNS,l̃NS,l1,S,l2,S,l11,NS,l̄11,NS,l12,NS,l̄12,NS,l2,NS,l̄2,NS

ø kFslS+ 1dS e/2

2S− 1
DG l1,SSsL + 1d

e

2
Dl2,SFsl̃NS+ 1d

3S e/2

2S− 1
DG l11,NSFsl̃NS+ 1dS e/2

2S− 1
D l̄11,NSG

− Fsl I + 1dS e/2

2S− 1
DG l̄12,NSFsl I + 1dS2S− 2

2S− 1

e

2
DG l2,NSFslNS

− l̃NS+ 1dS2S− 2

2S− 1

e

2
D l̄2,NSGFslNS− l̃NS+ 1dS e/2

2S− 1
Dl12,NSG .

sA9d

Now, at fixed m, chooseL to be sufficiently large so that
sL+1dse /2d= 1/2sm+ed,m. Then certainly sl I +1d
3fe /2 /s2S−1dg,m / s2S−1d. We then have

o
l1,S=1

L−l I−lS

o
l2,S=0

lS

o
l11,NS=0

l I−lNS

o
l12,NS=0

l I−lNS−l11,NS

o
l̄11,NS=0

lNS−l̃NS

o
l̄12,NS=0

lNS−l̃NS−l̄11,NS

o
l2,NS=0

l̃NS

o
l̄2,NS=0

l̃NS−l2,NS

3 SlS,lNS,l̃NS,l1,S,l2,S,l11,NS,l12,NS,l̄11,NS,l̄12,NS,l2,NS,l̄2,NS

ø k o
l1,S=1

L−l I−lSFslS+ 1dS e/2

2S− 1
DG l1,S

o
l2,S=0

lS

ml2,S o
l11,NS=0

l I−lNS Fsl̃NS+ 1d

3S e/2

2S− 1
DG l11,NS

3 o
l12,NS=0

l I−lNS FslNS− l̃NS+ 1d

3S e/2

2S− 1
DG l12,NS

o
l̄11,NS=0

lNS−l̃NS Fsl̃NS+ 1dS e/2

2S− 1
DG l̄11,NS

3 o
l̄12,NS=0

lNS−l̃NS S m

2S− 1
D l̄12,NS

o
l2,NS=0

l̃NS

ml2,NS o
l̄2,NS=0

l̃NS FslNS− l̃NS+ 1d

3S e

2
DG l̄2,NS

. sA10d

Now, let Al ;ok=0
l mk. Also, note thaton=m

` ln=lm/ s1−ld, for
ulu,1. Therefore, note that an upper bound for the product
given above is simply,kAlS+lNS

3 fslS+ lNS+1dse /2dg / f1−slS
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+ lNS+1dse /2dg5. Therefore, asL→`, so thate→0 in such a
way that m is fixed, we see that the contribution of the
l1,S.0 terms to the evolution dynamics approaches 0. There-
fore, we need only consider thel1,S=0 terms in the limit of
infinite sequence length. Using a similar argument to the one
given above, we can systematically eliminate the contribu-

tions from thel11,NS, l12,NS, l̄11,NS, l̄2,NS.0 as well. This estab-
lishes the infinite sequence length form of our differential
equations. We should note that convergence to the infinite
sequence length form is not uniform, as can be seen by the
lS+ lNS dependence of our upper bound.

b. Simplification of the infinite sequence length equations

We wish to show that, asL→`, we may assume that
ylS,lNS,l̃NS

becomes dependent only onlS+ lNS, which will
thereby allow us to considerably simplify the infinite se-
quence length equations[Eq. (A4)]. To proceed with this
simplification, let us first determine the effect thatylS,lNS,l̃NS
depending only onlS+ lNS has on zlS,lNS,l̃NS

. We have,
zlS,lNS,l̃NS

=ClS,lNS,l̃NS
ylS,lNS,l̃NS

. But, ylS,lNS,l̃NS
=ylS,lNS,0

=zlS,lNS,0
/ClS,lNS,0

. Putting everything together, we obtain

zlS,lNS,l̃NS
= SlNS

l̃NS

Ds2S− 2dl̃NSzlS,lNS,0
. sA11d

A similar procedure yields

zlS,lNS,0
= SlS+ lNS

lNS
D l I ! sL − l I − lS− lNSd!

sl I − lNSd ! sL − l I − lSd!

3 s2S− 1d−lNSzlS+lNS,0,0. sA12d

As L , l I →`, we get

l I!

sl I − lNSd!
sL − l I − lS− lNSd!

sL − l I − lSd!
→ S l I

L − l I
DlNS

= S f I

1 − f I
DlNS

= s2S− 1dlNS. sA13d

giving, zlS,lNS,0
=slS+ lNS

lNS
dzlS+lNS,0,0. Therefore,

zlS,lNS,l̃NS
= SlS+ lNS

lNS
DSlNS

l̃NS

Ds2S− 2dl̃NSzlS+lNS,0,0.

sA14d

We wish to show that it is this relation which is preserved by
the evolution equations. Note that at timet=0, we have
zlS,lNS,l̃NS

= 1/2dlS+lNS,0
, so that this relation holds att=0. If

we can show that if this relation holds for allzlS,lNS,l̃NS
at

some timet, then it holds fordzlS,lNS,l̃NS
/dt, it follows that it

holds throughout the evolution.

We note also thatklS,lNS,l̃NS
only depends onlS+ lNS in the

limit of infinite sequence length. Therefore, we may define
klS+lNS

=klS,lNS,l̃NS
, with k0=k, and kl =1 otherwise. So, sup-

pose at some timet we have that Eq.(A14) holds for all

lS, lNS, l̃NS. Then, after switching notation fromlS, lNS, l̃NS to
p,q,r, we have

dzp,q,r

dt
= o

j=0

p

o
k=0

q−r

o
l=0

r
1

j ! k ! l!
S m

4S
D j+k+l

s2S− 2dl

3kp+q−j−k−lSp + q − j − k − l

p − j
DSq − k − l

r − l
D

3 s2S− 2dr−lzp+q−j−k−l,0,0− fkp,q,r + k̄stdg

3Sp + q

p
DSq

r
Ds2S− 2drzp+q,0,0

= Sp + q

p
DSq

r
Ds2S− 2dr

3o
m=0

p+q
1

m!
S m

4S
Dm

kp+q−mzp+q−m,0,0

3 3 1

Sp + q

m
D o

j+k+l=m,s j ,k,ldPf0,pg3f0,q−rg3f0,rg
Sp

j
D

3Sq − r

k
DSr

l
D4 − fkp,q,r + k̄stdgSp + q

p
DSq

r
D

3s2S− 2drzp+q,0,0

= Sp + q

p
DSq

r
Ds2S− 2dr dzp+q,0,0

dt
. sA15d

The last two lines are derived by noting that the product
of the factorials s1/ j ! k! l!ds p+q−j−k−l

p−j
ds q−k−l

r−l
d, is equal to

s p+q
p

ds q
r
df1/s j +k+ ld!gfs p

j
ds q−r

k
ds r

l
d / s p+q

j+k+l
dg, and then by noting

that o j+k+l=m,s j ,k,ldPf0,pg3f0,q−rg3f0,rgs
p
j
ds q−r

k
ds r

l
d= s p+q

m
d. This

relation can be derived by expandingsx+1dp+q in two differ-
ent ways: First by direct expansion using the binomial theo-
rem, and second by expandingsx+1dp, sx+1dq−r, sx+1dr

separately, and then taking the product. Matching powers of
x yields the relation given above.

Note that that we have shown thatzp,q,r = s p+q
p

ds q
r
ds2S

−2drzp+q,0,0 for all p,q,r throughout the evolution. Then
given somel, let us collect all the population at Hamming
distancel from s0 by definingwl =om=0

l or=0
m zl−m,m,r. We then

have,wl =zl,0,0om=0
l or=0

m s l
m

ds m
r

ds2S−2dr =s2Sdlzl,0,0. Therefore,
using the expression fordzl,0,0/dt, we immediately obtain the
infinite sequence length equations given by Eq.(17).
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